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ABSTRACT

In order to monitor gas leakage in the tires of a vehicle,

absolute gas pressure and temperature in the tires are

first simultaneously measured. A ratio of the measured
pressure to the measured temperature for reach of the

tires is then calculated. The calculated ratios are then

compared to produce an indicator N and an alarm is

issued when this indicator N deviates from a predeter
mined range of values.
10 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
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FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration apparatus for carry
ing out the process of the invention; and

PROCESS FOR DEECNG ANOMALES BY USE

.

FIG. 2 is a flow chart of an embodiment of the inven
tion.

OFPRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE

MEASUREMENTS IN ATRE-MONITORNG
DEVICE
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. . BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention

. This invention relates to tire-monitoring systems.

More particularly it relates to the use of measurements 10
made on tires to give one or more alarms.
2. Description of the Related Art
U.S. Pat. No. 4,703,650 describes a coding device that
can be used for transmission of the pressure and temper 15
ature of a tire from the wheel to the vehicle. When a
temperature of a tire on a vehicle is being continuously
monitored, it is difficult to measure the exact tempera
ture of the inflation air within the tire. It is important to
exactly monitor this temperature since a pressure cor 20
rection is made as a function of temperature. Precise
temperature detection is also important if the ratio of
the absolute temperature is to be divided by the absolute
pressure, because it is this ratio which is proportional as
a first approximation of a number of moles of gas in the as
tire, which should remain constant barring a leak of
inflation fluid from the tire.
The temperature sensor is influenced by the tempera
ture of the rim on which the tire is mounted. In almost

all vehicles, this rim surrounds braking elements which
dissipate a considerable amount of heat in use. This
results in the detected temperature erroneously being
higher than the actual temperature of the inside air
during braking maneuvers. At other times the rim is
usually at a temperature less than the inside temperature
of the tire, resulting in an error by shortfall.
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one of the tires with said ratio for at least another one of 60

A better understanding of the present invention may
be appreciated with reference to the attached Figures in

The computer 12, suited to the type of transmitted
signals, is installed on the vehicle and processes the
measured values of absolute pressure P and absolute
temperature T for each tire, as shown in FIG. 2. Esti
mates for the pressure/temperature ratio (P/Testimate)
are constantly calculated for each wheel. Puncture
indicator N is a ratio of two sums. Preferably, for a
four-tire vehicle, such as a passenger vehicle, N is calcu

AVD means that the estimate is that of the right front

According to the invention, a process for monitoring
parameters relative to the wheels of a vehicle, for exam
ple, abnormalities in the total number of moles of gas in
a tire, includes the steps of substantially simultaneously 55
measuring both pressure and temperature values in tires
mounted on each of the wheels of a vehicle, calculating
the ratio of the measured pressure of the measure ten
perature for each of the tires, comparing said ratio for

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

4,703,650.

AVG means that the estimate is that of the left front

set is in an abnormal state.

values.

On each of the wheels 2 (only one is shown) are

installed sensors 4 for the pressure and sensors 6 for the
temperature of the tire, as well as respective elements 8
and 10 capable of receiving a measurement of these
parameters (and not simply detecting a threshold) and
transmiting the measured values as coded signals to a
computer 12 on board the vehicle. Any suitable device
can be used, such as, for example, that of U.S. Pat. No.

where the subscripts have the following meanings:

or shortfall can occur in the number of moles calcu
lated.

the tires, and outputting an alarm when a result N of the
comparison deviates from a predetermined range of

fashion.

35

Other influences also disturb the estimation of the

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

passenger vehicle is described below in a nonlimiting

N =

amount of air (number of moles) in the tires. Thus,
during turning, the tires at the outside of the turn are
flattened, causing a reduction in volume and so an in
crease in pressure, while the opposite occurs for the
tires on the opposite side. Here again, errors by excess

An object of this invention is to take these disturbing
influences into account without resorting to additional
sensors. Therefore, it is possible to decide suitably and
quickly if a tire, or more generally any rotating element,

DETALED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
The manner in which the invention can be used in a

ARD means that the estimate is that of the right rear
tire.

Thus, a "crosswise” puncture indicator N is con
structed by analogy with the manner of making a com
parison among the four ratios for overall monitoring of
a passenger vehicle.
It is also possible to construct a "parallel' puncture
indicator N in which the numerator is the sum of the
ratios relative to the tires of one side and the denomina
tor is the sum of the ratios relative to the tires of the

other side. It is also possible to construct indicators by
comparing only the two tires of a single axle, or for only.
one side of the vehicle, by determining a ratio or a
difference of P/T estimates.

For a vehicle with more than two axles, it is possible
ber of terms as there are axles. A "parallel' indicator is
calculated by staying on the same side at each change of
axle to construct each sum, and a "crosswise' indicator
is calculated by changing sides at each change of axle to

to calculate N as a ratio of sums having the same num

65 construct each sum.

For a vehicle with two axles, the best results are

obtained with a "crosswise' indicator. Besides a high

degree of insensitivity to the heat released by the

4,893,110
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by other parameters (for example, load transfers, static
load, effect of centrifugal force on the sensors).
By resorting to a computer 12 (e.g., a microproces

sor), it is thus possible to obtain, in real time, P/Testi

N-1 > x and/or if NR-1 >y and/or if
ND-1 >z.

5

mates for all tires, from which the 'crosswise' N indica
tor is calculated. The filtered value of the latter, over a

period t1, on the order of two seconds, makes it possible
to reject all very brief fluctuations in N whose fre
quency is less than a value corresponding approxi
mately to the rotation of a wheel. Thus, this indicator N
can be used to determine very quickly if there is an
abnormal state in one of the tires. Very quickly means
very shortly after the actual appearance of the anomaly,

for example, a puncture. Although this monitoring pro

cess alone makes impossible the identification of the
faulty tire the measurement speed is not negatively
affected and the accuracy of the measurements made on
the tires is improved.
The ability of a tire-monitoring system to rapidly
detect anomalies is basic for high-performance vehicles.
With such an indicator, the threshold for issuing a signal
indicative of an anomaly can be lowered to a value that
makes it possible to take full advantage of the precision
of the sensors and the coding and decoding circuits. For
example, it is possible to issue an alarm signal from

10

it is noted that on a passenger vehicle the "parallel axle'

15

20
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thresholds for front tires only when the brake stress is
great, or at least to take it into account in some way.
Obviously, numerous modifications and variations of
the present invention are possible in light of the above
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within
the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be
practiced otherwise than as specifically described

What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by
1. A process for monitoring parameters relative to
wheels of a vehicle, comprising the steps of:
Substantially simultaneously measuring pressure and
Letters Patent of the United States is:

temperature values in tires mounted on each of the
wheels of the vehicle;

calculating a ratio of the measured pressure to the
35

worst-case error when choosing the threshold.
It is also possible to identify the tire involved and to

activate additional alarms 16, based upon the following:
Ratio N is calculated as above (value filtered during to
period t1), and the values filtered during periods t2
(where t2>. t1) are calculated for the following ratios:

measured temperature for each of the tires;
comparing said ratio for one of the tires with said
ratio for at least another one of the tires; and

outputting an alarm when a result N of said compari
son deviates from a predetermined range of values.
2. The process of claim 1 wherein said comparing
step comprises:

adding said ratio for a tire mounted on a wheel of one

axle of said vehicle and said ratio of at least one tire
mounted on a wheel of at least one other axle of.

said vehicle to produce a first sum Sl;
adding said ratio for another tire mounted on a wheel

NY - (f)(f),
(f), (F),

wheels for each axle) is good indicator of the brake

stresses. Therefore it is possible to raise the alarm signal

herein.

threshold should be determined experimentally, taking

NR

according to the principle disclosed herein. As another
alternative, other conditions may be estimated as a func
tion of the value of an indicator. By way of illustration,
indicator (ratio of the sums of the P/T estimates of the

into account the type of sensors used and the type of 30

front brakes, and because of the need to consider the

Alternatively, the P/T estimate can be monitored
individually for each wheel and an additional alarm can
be given in case a threshold is exceeded, said threshold
not being a constant, but being continuously calculated

as a function of the value of an indicator N constructed

alarm 14 if N-120.02. The value of this alarm signal

vehicle. In contrast, monitoring the tires individually
requires raising the alarm threshold beyond 0.1 for fear
of giving false alarms. This is particularly true for the
front tires, because of the predominant influence of the

4.

an alarm relative to the right rear tire is given if

brakes, it is the one least sensitive to disturbances caused

of said one axle and said ratio for at least one other
tire mounted on a wheel of at least one other axle of

said vehicle to produce at least one second sum S2;
and

o

calculating said result N as S1/S2.
50

NG = (f)(f),

ND = (f), (f),

termined value.

55

N-1 > X and if NV-1|dy and/or if 60
NG-1 > Z, x, y and z being values determined

experimentally,

an alarm relative to the right front tire is give if

o

4. The process of claim 1, wherein said comparing
step comprises calculating N, wherein:

then:

an alarm relative to the left front tire is given if

3. The process of claim 2 wherein said outputting step

comprises outputting an alarm when N-1 > a prede

(f), (f).
( ) ( Dr.
VD

N-1 > x and/or if NV-1 dy, and/or if
P is the absolute pressure in a tire,
65
ND-1 >z,
T is the absolute temperature in a tire,
an alarm relative to the left rear tire is given if
AVG refers to the left front tire,
N-1 > X and/or if INR-1dy and/or if
AVD refers to the right front tire,
ARG refers to the left rear tire, and
NG-1 >z,

5
ARD refers to the right rear tire.
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5. The process of claim 4 wherein said outputting step

comprises outputting an alarm when |N-1>a prede
termined value.

6. The process of claim 4 including the step offilter

ing the calculated value of N for each time period tiand
outputting said alarm only when the filtered value of
N-1 >a predetermined value.
7. The process of claim 6 including the steps of:
calculating values NV, NR, NG and ND, where:
NY

5

6

issuing an alarm indicating a anomaly in the left front
tire when N-1 >a predetermined value x and at
least one of the following conditions is found:
NV-1) predetermined value y
NG-1 >predetermined value z;
issuing an alarm indicating an anomaly in the right

front tire when N-1 >x and at least one of the
INV-1 cy
10 ND-1 >z;
issuing an alarm indicating an anomaly in the left rear
tire when N-1 > x and at least one of the follow
ing conditions is found:
NR-1>y
15
NG-1 >z; and
issuing an alarm indicating an anomaly in the right
rear tire when N-1 > x and at least one of the
following conditions is found:
NR-1 >y
20
ND-1 >z.
following conditions is found:

8. The process of claim 1 wherein said parameters
comprise at least anomalies in the total number of moles
of gas in a tire mounted on each of said wheels.
9. The process of claim3 wherein said predetermined

NG

25 value is 0.02.

10. The process of claim 5 wherein said predeter

ND

mined value is 0.02.
s
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